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Meeting Date

29.3.2016

Meeting Time

9:00– 11:00

Agenda
1) Updates on newest information about livelihoods (Developments after the London Conference, discussions
with the Ministry of Labour, etc.).
2) Dissemination of the draft Terms of Reference for the Livelihoods Working Group (attached).
3) Discussion on the election process for a NGO co-chair.
4) Presentation of preliminary mapping of livelihoods related activities based on the Activity Info (refugee)
database (by UNHCR).
5) Presentation of the draft list of occupation and educational backgrounds of refugees (by UNHCR).
6) A.O.B
Updates on the livelihoods issues (Developments after the London Conference,
discussions with the Ministry of Labour, etc.)
-

-

-

An update was shared by UNHCR Deputy Representative about the recent
development after London conference (Jordan Compact), as the government
policy towards livelihoods activities for Syrian Refugees seems to have shifted.
GoJ is now actively encouraging Syrian refugees to obtain work permits and MoL
has announced that restrictions on economic activities in the camps will be
lifted.
A joint MoL and UNHCR Messaging Campaign was discussed to encourage
refugees to obtain work permits. UNHCR is awaiting final information prior to
the launch of the campaign.

-

In light of the previous restriction on the documentation needed to issue a
working permits, a new procedures have been agreed with MoL. MoI
registration card and Asylum seeker certificates (for refugees) are now accepted
as basic documents, while entering Jordan legally and imposition of a valid
passport are no longer a requirement.

-

MoL will consider the health certificate a Syrian refugee obtained for the MoI
card valid, if it’s not over than a year old.

-

MoL reduced the 14 days waiting period required for issuing a work permit to 5
days for Syrian refugees with intention reduce it further to 48 hours. The
government agreed on a 3 month grace period instead of one week, before
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ACTION POINTS

- To share the list of work
permit fees for each
sector
- To liaise with MoL to
present solutions for
cash for work projects

sanctioning a penalty against refugees without valid work permit caught
working.
-

The penalty fees businesses hiring illegal workers have been increased as the
following: 1) instead of 200 a fine of 500 JD, 2) the fine of 1000 JD increased to
1500 JD, and 3 close down of the business. 73 businesses have been closed for
employing Syrian refugees illegally, with a consequences of deporting the
Syrians to RAS then to Azraq camp.

-

UNHCR will lead an awareness raising campaign to support MoL, UNHCR mass
information tool (ex. SMS, applications and info line) will be used in addition to
sharing a FAQ to guide refugees on the new working permits procedures. A basic
contract will be drafted for the use of Syrian refugees as well.

-

Work permits should be obtained by the employer as they need to apply for it in
the labour directorate. Businesses created after the London conference with
foreign funding should receive a quota of 50% Syrian workers and 50%
Jordanians, as announced by MoL in the last food security and livelihood
meeting.

-

Syrian refugees are welcome to apply for jobs in sectors with high migrant
Quota (Ex. agriculture, construction, food and beverage, wholesale in addition to
factories with a high migrant quota in the qualifying industrial zones).

-

ILO shared their experience during their previous project of enhancing
employment and livelihood of Syrian refugees and host community that was
established since 2013, ILO outlined the way forward for their project based on
several assessment they conducted previously on the labour market as the
following:

-



ILO plan to upscale their project to reach a target of 5-8,000 job
opportunities for Syrian workers and will work to provide apprenticeship
to refugee to link them to employments in the future.



A discussion is ongoing in regards of the camp refugees who wish to
work in the urban due to the limited opportunities in the camp. A special
requirement will be needed for such cases.



ILO is planning to work closely with MoL to build the capacity of the
current inspectors and to increase their number, and to guide them in
the process of monitoring the employability condition of Syrian workers
to avoid abusive working environments.

UNHCR provided an updated regarding the work permits pilot project:


4,000 Syrians to receive work permits (2,000 in the garment sector and
2,000 in the agriculture sector).



A trial period of two week is agreed by MoL between the employee and
employer prior to the commitment of issuing work permit as the fees
can’t be waived and the work permits are non-transferable.



The criteria for selecting the Syrian refugees in the garment sector are
company driven based on companies criteria and job requirements.
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Issues arising with regards to obtaining work permits for the agriculture
sector are under discussion with MoL and ILO to find an ideal solution.



The project time frame consist of 6 month intensive phase to have the
target refugees issued work permits and in jobs, and a longer monitoring
and evaluation phase afterword’s.

-

Some INGOS expressed their concern regarding their urban cash for work/cash
for training activities, they have been advised to arrange an appointment with
MoL to ask for their guidance and input in order to reach a suitable
arrangement. UNHCR will liaise with MoL to explore the potential solutions.

-

Changes in project and planning to accommodate the new changes have been
discussed as one of the purposes of establishing a LWG is to feed in the JRP
livelihoods component.

Dissemination of/ feedback to the draft Terms of Reference for the Livelihoods
Working Group (attached).
-

Terms of reference have been drafted as the need to establish a livelihood
working group has arisen due to the policy changes with regards to livelihoods
after the London conference. These focus on advocacy and the identification of
beneficiaries

-

The TOR have been shared with the IATF for their review. The TOR will be
circulated again with the livelihood working group for their feedback.

Discussion on the election process for a NGO co-chair.
- It was agreed that the livelihood working group will select their co-chair in a
fashion similar to the other sectors, and a co-chair ToR to be shared with NGOs.
-

The NGOs have been encouraged to express their interest during the coming 2-3
weeks, by sharing a paragraph about the NGO and the representing staff with
the livelihoods chair.

-

The election of the co-chair will take place in the next livelihood working group
meeting.

Presentation of mapping of livelihoods related activities based on the Activity Info
(refugee) database (by UNHCR).
- A presentation of livelihood activities that have been extracted from Activity info
based on general taxonomy, reflected that these activities fall mainly under four
sectors; Basic needs, Education, food security and Protection.

- To circulate the TOR with
the livelihood working
group members for
feedback.

- To share a co-chair ToR
with the NGOs.
- NGOs to express their
interest in the selection
of a co-chair during the
coming (2-3) weeks.
- The INGO forum
requested to postpone
livelihood mapping until
later stage and to keep
information confidential

- INGOs expressed their concern regarding the mapping of livelihood activities and it
was agreed to work on the mapping on a later stage.
Presentation of the draft list of occupation and educational backgrounds of refugees
(by UNHCR).
-

A draft lists of occupation and educational backgrounds of Syrian refugees that
have been extracted from UNHCR internal data base (Progress) have been
shared with the group.
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- Lists of occupation and
educational backgrounds
to be shared with the
group members.

-

A suggestion was made to segregate the list based on refugee’s location (Azraq,
Zaatari and Urban), Gender and geographic distribution (based on
governorates).

- The lists to be
segregated based on
gender, location and
geographic distribution.

Next meeting date: 5th of May 9-11 EMOPS Room UNHCR
Next Meeting Agenda:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Updates on Livelihoods discussion with GoJ
The election of the co-chair for the LWG
Feedback on INGO preference for the mapping of livelihood related activities.
Meeting with a representative from PMU unit in MoPIC
Vulnerability criteria and discussion on if this affected the amount of MoI cards
Livelihoods definition (Refugee and resilience perspective)
Updated list on Occupations and Education

Agenda of the Future meeting:
1) Roll out criteria for Syrian refugees who received work permit and how that will affect services provision.

Participants/ Contacts
Name

Organization

Email

Phone Number

Nina Luttes

German Embassy

Wt.l@amman.diplo.de

0798036068

Lunas Voborshs

Caritas Czech Republic

lvoborshs@caritas.ch

0777359325

Melanie Ploger

GRC

ploeger@grcmideast.org

0797403335

Hazim Al Omari

TDH/ Italy

infojordan@tdhitaly.org

0796060275

Daniel Cabello

ICMC

cabello@icmc.org

0797591047

Livia NEVES

UNHCR

DASNEVES@unhcr.org

0796083917

Pascal Raess

SDC

Pascal.raess@eda.admin.ch

065856020

Nicole Carn

WFP

Nicole.carn@wfp.org

0799098558

Sawsan Essa

IRC

Sawsan.issa@rescue.org

0796907839
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F.olive - keravec

IRC

Frarrion.olivekeravec@rescue.org

Jack Hijazin

PRM

Erile Turner

ACF

dcdprograms@jo.mission.acf.or
g

0778465150

Sabrina Frutig

REACH

Sabrina.frutig@reachinitiative.org

0790173502

Walter Y. James

ARC

walerj@archq.org

0799520953

Maher Qubbaj

CARE

Maher.gubbaj@care.org

0797117250

Ahmad Alulayyan

Mercy Corps

aulayyan@mercycorps.org

0776077711

Sarah Ferris

JIF

Emilie Dekeyzen

NRC

Olivia Cribb

UNHCR

Zainah Arabyat

ICRC

Samia al Dalahmeh

ICRC

Mays Albaddawi

UNICEF

Yazan Aabed

JPS

Fadi Hrimat

AVSI

Cardine Ronsin

IOM

Maryam Khalaf

JHCO

Areen AL Tahhan

JHCO

Bothaina Qamar

UNW

Gerald Johnson

WVI

Ali khazendar

0777265941

HijazinGB@state.gov

Emilie.de.keyzen@nrc.no
CRIBB@unhcr.org
zarabyat@icrc.org

0777393697

saldalahmeh@icrc.org
malbaddawi@unicef.org
it@jpsjo.org

0797079875

Fadi.hrimat@avsi.org

0777433600

cronsin@iom.org
m.khalaf@jhco.org.jo

0795838985

a.tahhan@jhco.org.jo

0797502883

bothqamar@gmail.com

0797345349

Gerald-johnson@wvi.org

0778440707

WVI

Ali-al-khazendar@wvi.org

077741038

Rawan Masadeh

Rescate

Rawan.masadeh@ongrescate.o
rg

0795670004

Mariano Gomez

IFRC

Mariano.gomez@ifrc.org

0799222591
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Najwan Dorgham

UNHCR

Aya Lafi

IOCC

Felomain Nassar

ACT

Maha Kattaa

ILO

Maysa Khoury

LWF

Rama Erekat

DRC

Emily Lewis

DRC

Hany Audeh

IOM

Cecilia Pietrobono

ECHO

Mstleo Pasttrone

ECHO

Amy Schmidt

SCI

Ahmad Abdel Hadi

SCI

Tareq abu Qaoud

ILO/better world

Toby Ash

ACTED

Christoph Hefti

WRG

Julia Daley

NEF

Anis Tarabey

NEF

Lviso Rvedo

Spanish operation

Ruba Saleh

UNHCR

Anna Gaunt

UNHCR

Yukiko Koyama

UNHCR

Gorgui Niokhor Diouf

UNHCR

aldorgha@unhcr.org

0797566114

aalqader@iocc.org

0796140683

Sec.felomain.nassar@actallianc
e.org
Kattaa@ilo.org

0790573957

Dm.jor@lwfdws.org

0799887313

Rama.erekat@drc-jordan.org

0780555321

Emily.lewis@drc-jordan.org

0789111225

haudeh@iom.org
ceciliapietrobono@echofiled.eu
Mstleo.pasttrone@echofiled.or
0795550212
g
Amy.schmidt@savethechildren.
0775725177
org
Ahmad.abdelhadi@savethechild
0775724448
ren.org
abuqaoud@ilo.org
Toby.ash@acted.org

0796379947

Christoph.hefti@worldrelief.de

0796379947

jdlaley@neareast.org
antarabey@neareast.org
Lviso.rvedo@aecid.es
Salehru@unhcr.org

0796320052

gaunt@unhcr.org

0796084087

koyama@unhcr.org
dioufg@unhcr.org
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